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Abstract 
The privatization of public space has been an issue since ’90 in America, when some people realize that public space is not so 
public. Jürgen Habermas defines that public space is considered to be that space to which citizens of a polity have access and 
enjoy free right of use [1], but on the other hand the ‘term’ of public became ambiguous. The development of the phenomenon 
has been trend among the planner. Hayden bringing up the ‘domestication of public space’[2], the other research was Anna 
Minton with the privatization of public space and there are some many research that conclude the public space (especially in the 
semi – public space) mostly have a individual or communal who’s use the public space regularly as its own it. The Arabic 
kampong is a one of the cultural kampong in Surabaya. The pattern of the privatization of the public space, been an adaptation 
for their limited space. The non- existences of the large or massive public space in the area leave them with no options except to 
adapt with it. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Background 
The public space on the simple terminology is: ‘place to be public’ ‘place to be free’ there’s no single rules can 
be applied in the public space, except there is a written law about it. It is considered to be that space to which 
citizens of a polity have access and enjoy free right of use [1]. Public space includes: 1). Road, 2). Pedestrians, 3). 
Parks (green or semi green space), 4). Open space, 5). Station and port, etc 6). Shopping centers, 7). Business 
districts, 8).  Government building that can be access freely like hospital, library and court [3]. It is something that 
many of us tend to take for granted – it is always there, available to everyone and invariably serving its purpose as a 
place where people can meet and interact.  
However, all of these statements are in fact quite arguable and questions like ‘Why?’ and ‘How?’ have been 
discussed in different disciplines, including planning research and practice, architecture and urban design, in order to 
find a way of creating a more attractive, convenient and integrating built urban environment [4]. The issue has been 
developing about there is a possibility that people often miss-used the public space with a chance of claim the 
ownership of public space.  
Some of the research that captured the miss – used of the public space are: 1). the privatization of public space 
[5]  2). sociologists and political scientists remark mainly on the ‘end of the public space’ [6] or 3). ‘the emergence 
of private cities’ [7]. 4). Observers ask, ‘who owns the public space?’, or ‘who owns the city?’ [8] and not only fear 
the loss of public space but also see a risk to civil liberties. All of the research indicating that there are something 
wrong with our public space. The term of ‘public’ in public space definition has became ambiguous and seems need 
to be redefined.  
Most of the research has mentioned, summarize about how the ‘private sector’ are claiming the public space as its 
their owned. But the researchers have found that there are some different patterns in Surabaya Area. This area 
considered being heterogeneous and multicultural people, especially in the north area of Surabaya, which are place 
for most culture like Arabic, Chinese, Madurese and Banjar. Their existence is non deny-able. The effects not only 
impacted on their way of life but also the space configuration. The sign of miss-used of the public space has been 
clearly seen by the way the tenant uses the part of the roads or how the kids playing in the area without any 
consideration of ‘being in the public’. 
1.2. Literature Reviews   
A. The Private – Public Configuration Of Newman  
The public space definition has elaborated by Newman and Cooper with a few different perspectives. The 
principle is almost the same between Newman and Cooper, but Newman has configured the space into 4 distinct 
space, which are [8]: 
1. Public space (which mean area before home enter gate that can be access publicly, like road) 
2. Semi public space (which mean area before home enter gate that more personal, like pedestrian) 
3. Semi private space (yard before home, or entrée area) 
4. Private space (after front door home)  
 
On the other hand, Cooper only defined the space configuration into two kinds, which are: 
1. Public exterior  
2. Intimate interior (home)  
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Fig. 1. The Spaces Configuration in Cooper Newman Perspectives [8] 
However, between both configuration in the term of architectural space configuration, Newman configuration 
of spaces seems to be more acceptable, because its rigidness and detail.  
 
B. The Space Configuration in The Arabic Community  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. The spaces configuration in Arabic dwelling [9] 
 
The spaces configuration in Arabic dwelling is different in form with Newman and Cooper. Saleh seen the 
space configuration consist of three fundamental element which are : 1) Public area, 2). Semi public/ semi private 
area and 3). Private area. The Arabic housing clusters in old Madinah contain a big open space named “Hoash”. It is 
located in the cluster of housing. For most Arabic residence open space is for fulfilling religious, social, security and 
economic requirements, that’s way Saleh recommended the pattern to be adopted in the Apartments building [9]. 
These theoretic open new insight for researcher in understanding the nature of ‘arabic dwellings’ needs.  
 
C. The Privatization Tendencies Patterns 
Privatization of public spaces embodied in many form, the case of United States as mentioned before, mostly 
the privatization pattern are done by the private sectors. The following table explain the many form of privatization. 
 
Table 1. Form Of Privatization  
Constraints of usability and accessibility Example Example 
1. Reshaping of public spaces through private management, installation of signs of 
private character; symbolic exclusion through signs 
x Pedestrian areas, 
x Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) 
2. Semi- privatization of public space by transfer of rights of use and of maintenance 
tasks on private subjects; temporary exclusion through opening hours 
Redevelopment of parks and public greens 
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Constraints of usability and accessibility Example Example 
3. Construction of private spaces with limited public character; exclusion through 
signs and security staff 
Skyways; plazas at the entrance of highrises 
4. Full privatization through sale of quasi public property; exclusion through signs 
and security staff 
Transformation of railway stations into shopping 
malls 
5. Full privatization in the course of public property sale; accessibility reduced to 
consumers, controlled by security staff 
Sale of local property with subsequent erection of 
shopping centers 
6. Full privatisation in the course of public property sale plus political and 
administrative spin-off from the municipal collective; private access only 
Gated communities, whose inhabitants organise prior 
local tasks and therefore view themselvses exempt 
from tax liability 
Source : [3] 
2. Study Methods 
These study nature is exploration and qualitative kind of research. The study conducted on 4 different Kampong 
which are represented the diverse ethnicity on the Surabaya Area. The study is conducted in the Sencaki as 
representative of Madurese Kampong, Ampel as representative of Arabic kampong and Banyuurip and Sidosermo as 
Javanese Kampong. We conduct in depth interview with 40 respondents between the Kampong. We combine the 
observation data with the processed data using the content analysis to capture the space configuration in all 
Kampong.  
3. Result and Discussions  
A. Arabic Kampong Characteristics in Using Public Spaces 
 
The Arabic we studied is located in the Jalan Ampel Masjid, 
Jalan Ampel Rahmat, dan Jalan Ampel Blumbag. These three area 
are purposefully choosen as sampling due it’s nature near to the 
most sacred and attractive places in the Ampel Area, which is 
Ampel Mosque. Hundred to thousands people pilgrime these area, 
just only to pray and or as tourism activities.  
Most of the corridor has the same activities but Ampel Masjid is 
the most distinctive pattern. The Ampel Masjid growth as home 
based entrepreneurship corridor with the main activity is trading 
activity while the other two growth as combination of trading and 
residential corridor [10]. 
Fig. 3. The study orientation [10] 
 
There are three main stakeholders in Arabic Kampong in order to understanding the public space uses in the 
Arabic Kampong. They are: 
1. The owner Æ acting for their family and tenants owner in the corridor; 
2. The streets vendor; 
3. The community Æ neighborhood.  
The three stakeholders are using the semi public and public spaces in the way, that different with the other area. 
The pattern can be seen in Table 2 . 
  
Table 2. The Semi public – public space uses  
The Claim of Ownership  Activity  Frequencies  
SEMI PUBLIC SPACE  
1. I (personel uses) Æ as a personal  x Road space e near houseÆ x Every day ( 4 hours) 
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The Claim of Ownership  Activity  Frequencies  
parking, chatting with the 
neighbor 
2. I (personel uses) Æ as a tenant  x Road space near houseÆ 
putting the trading material like 
manekin 
x Full day (until the shop is 
closed) 
3. The streets vendors x Road space near neighbor house About 3 -6 hours  
4. The community  x Street Café Æ Warung Æ 
chatting with neighbor  
About 2-3 hours 
PUBLIC SPACE 
1. I (personel uses) Æ as a personal  x Wedding Occasionally  
2. I (personel uses) Æ as a tenant  x Selling things  Every day  
3. The streets vendors x Selling things Every day 
4. The community  x Recitation Æ monthly  
x Wedding Æ occasionaly  
x Bazaar  
x Yearly event Agustusan  
x 3 hours 
x 2-3 hours 
x 3-4 days 
x Yearly  
Source : [10] 
 
B. The Space Configuration in Arabic Kampong  
 
In Comparison of the other areas, the Arabic 
dwelling has the most unique configuration of spaces. 
The people in Arabic dwelling seesm don’t 
understand about the concept of public – private 
ownerships. Most of the semi public and public 
spaces claimed as semi private zone.  
They transform into the “private to community 
ownership” as seen on Figure 4.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                           Fig. 4. Transformation of Private to Community Ownership 
4. Conclusions 
For most Arabic residence open space is for fulfilling religious, social, security and economic requirements, since 
the needs can not be fulfilled in the Arabic dwelling in Ampel, the Arabic community need to be adapted with such 
as condition. But instead of moving somewhere, the Arabic community chooses to stay with their own way to make 
their need fulfilled. Most people would seen this is as claiming the public spaces pattern, but the Arabic community 
seen this as a strategy to adapt in a social way, in a spatial way.  
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